2019-2020 Season Heritage Classes
Regional Heritage Cup - New Competition Details
The Heritage Horse is what the miniature horse was mostly founded on. They have more bone
substance and are of a compact type, completely in proportion. They are not extreme in type or
scope, not being as long in the leg and neck as the more current day trend seen in miniature
horses. The Heritage Horse temperament should be visibly one of a versatile all rounder - with the
sound mind able to be handled by all genre of handler, indeed a heritage horse should be one that
lends itself to ease of handling and versatility.
This competition is for older TYPE horses – they can be clipped (razoring optional) and can be shown
and presented in the same manner at standard halter classes.
Rules:
Members in all four NZMHA regions will compete for their regional trophy. Points can be earned in
any region but only go towards the trophy in your region .
Entry is automatic and results are calculated for you so no need to return results at the end of the
season.
Horses can either enter the heritage classes or the standard halter classes but NOT BOTH i.e. once a
horse shows in the heritage classes it remains in the heritage classes ALL season. But you can still
enter other NZMHA classes for best presented, showmanship, youth, head and all performance.
Horses must be NZMHA Registered and have a valid NZMHA height certificate.
Note: A section is to be run in each Category
Young Stock
Junior
Senior

1 year and under; fillies, geldings, and colts in the same class
2-3 Years; mares, geldings and stallions in the same class
4 Years and over; mares, geldings and stallions in the same class

Each Class is to place 1st to 4th
st

nd

1 and 2 place getters of each Young Stock, Junior and Senior classes to go forward for
Champion and Reserve Champion Heritage Horse - to be held following Supreme Halter Horse
and prior to colour and movement.
Colour Heritage
Movement Heritage
Points accumulated as follows:
st

1 =4
nd
2 =3
rd
3 =2
th
4 =1
Champion = 7pts
Reserve Champion = 4 pts.
Classes may be held distributed throughout the schedule or held in one block at the clubs discretion.

